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Figure S1. Relationships between fall dormancy (FD) measured in 2018 and 2019. The 

relationships are illustrated as the scatter plots and regression R square for accessions 

phenotyped among 15 individuals (a) and the accessions sequenced (b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure S2. The worldwide collection of alfalfa accessions and PC1 information. The 

geographic distribution of alfalfa accessions was labeled on the world map. The PCA analysis 

results of PC1 were used to add color for accessions. The bigger of point size represent larger 

accessions number. The color change from green to red represent PC1 change from positive 

number to negative number. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S3. Optimization of population structure. The optimization was performed on cross-

validation (CV) error of admixture with K. The error was the smallest with K=3. 



 

Figure S4. Admixture of population structure. The admixture is illustrated for k = 2 to k = 10 

for accessions from different geographical origins. Accessions are sorted based on the admixture 

with k=2. 

 

 



 

 

Figure S5. The fall dormancy variance among different geographic regions. The fall 

dormancy is the mean value of plants and years (2018 and 2019). 

 



 

 

Figure S6. The GWAS results combined with gene information and LD information in the 

36 kb interval. The Manhattan plot (top) shows the GWAS results in the 18 kb interval 

(chr6:69724759-69743282) belonging to the 36 kb interval SNP. Below this plot is shown the 

gene distribution and location in this interval. The bottom plot shows the linkage distribution 

results for the SNP markers in this interval. Different colors represent different LD values. The 

red color means a high LD value. The black triangles represent potential LD blocks. 

 



 

Figure S7. The collinearity of DREB genes in Medicago sativa and M. truncatula genomes. 

Alignment of Medicago sativa with Medicago truncatula genomes in the DREB genes region. 

The region 500 kb up-and downstream of the GWAS signal including 7 DREB genes are shown. 

The pink vertical lines represent 7 DREB genes. The green color represents other genes in this 

interval. The red vertical lines at the bottom of the figure are the genes of Medicago truncatula. 

The curved lines connecting Medicago sativa and Medicago truncatula indicate corresponding 

homologous genes. The alfalfa homologous DREB1C gene validated in Medicago truncatula is 

highlighted with the blue curve. The figure was generated using the TBtools software. 

 



Figure S8. The gene expression information of DREB1C. A, the expression information of 10 

samples (5 high FD (B400~B201) and 5 low FD (B117~B97)). Alfalfa accessions with the top 

five maximum (B117, B6, B46, B121, B97) or the minimum values (B400, B57, B5, B8, B201) 

evaluated by FD were selected for the gene expression test (high FD has lower FD value (lower 

regrowth plant height) and low FD has higher FD value). Gene expression data in the normal 

situations were present in orange color. Gene expression data after cold treatment were present in 

green color. B, the fold change of gene expression after cold treatment among high and low fall 

dormancy level alfalfa (fold change=cold treatment/normal). Seeds were imbibed at 4℃ for two 

days then moved to long-day conditions with 16 h light (24℃)/8 h dark (20℃). The seedlings 

were kept for 4 days before transferring to Hoagland solution (half strength) to grow for 10 days. 

For normal situations, plants were grown with 16 h light (24℃)/8 h dark (20℃) for 3.5 days. For 

the cold treatment group, plants were grown with 8 h light (10℃)/16 h dark (5℃) for 3.5 days. 

Total RNA was extracted using the Mini BEST Plant RNA Extraction Kit (Takara Biotech Co., 

Ltd., Dalian, China) and cDNA was synthesized using the one-step PrimeScript RT-PCR Kit 

(Takara) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative PCR was performed in an 

ABI7300 system (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) using SYBR Premix Ex Tap II kit 

(Takara). Data represent the calculation based on the mean threshold cycle (Ct) values of three 

biological replicates. The gene expression of B400 in a normal situation was used as a reference 

(gene expression level =1). 



 

Figure S9. FD distribution information. a, the phenotype distribution of FD of mean value of 

15 individuals. b, the phenotype distribution of FD of sequencing individual. 

 

Table S2. The physical position of 9 DREB genes on chromosome 6. The reference genome is 

Zhongmu-4 (https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.21.428692v1). 

Gene Name Chr Start_pos Stop_pos Gene Annotation 

Msa0891950 chr6 69234712 69239739 DREB1C 

Msa0891960 chr6 69344692 69345384 DREB1C 

Msa0891970 chr6 69357058 69357738 DREB1C 

Msa0891980 chr6 69374816 69375502 DREB1C 

Msa0891990 chr6 69523664 69525980 DREB1C 

Msa0892020 chr6 69715010 69716598 DREB1C 

Msa0892030 chr6 69734863 69735980 DREB1C 

Msa0893350 chr6 76949157 76950761 DREB1C 

Msa0893360 chr6 76953910 76957350 DREB1C 

 

 


